Murder is the End of the Line: An Urban Noir Thriller

Jake O’Shea grew up in a rough and tumble neighborhood on Chicago’s South Side. Eager to
advance his life, he enrolled at a local college and earned a degree in business. Through luck
and hard work Jake was able to rise to the upper ranks of a highly successful consulting firm.
Along with material rewards, including a home on the city’s north shore, Jake is in a
relationship with Lorenza De Luca a beautiful North Side intellectual. After an exhausting
business trip to the West Coast, Jake and Lorenza’s reunion is interrupted by an urgent call
from a police detective. Clayton Beaux, a lawyer for a local environmental group is found
dead in a vacant lot on the West Side. Unfortunately the police find one of Jake’s business
cards in Beaux’s pocket. And so the mystery unfolds . . .
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For: Psychological suspense, thrillers, crime fiction, Thriller (genre) - Wikipedia This is an
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and a great selection of similar New, Used and Murder is the End of the Line: An Urban
Noir Thriller: Edward Film Noir (literally black film in French) is a genre of stylish crime
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Books Result Terry Ramsey picks 2015s crime fiction highlights, including books from the
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and becoming involved in shenanigans in the Home Counties. bombs” runs the sell-line on the
cover of this new conspiracy thriller
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